The ability of quantum devices to preserve or distribute entanglement is essential in quantum technologies. Such ability is described and guaranteed by the nonentanglement-breaking (nonEB) feature of participating quantum channels. For quantum information applications relied on entanglement, the certification of the nonEB feature is thus indispensable in designing, testing, and benchmarking quantum devices. Here, we formulate a direct and operational approach for the certification of nonEB quantum channels. By utilizing the prepare-and-measure test, we derive a necessary and sufficient condition for witnessing nonEB channels, which is applicable in almost all experimental scenarios. Our approach not only unifies and simplifies existing methods in the standard scenario and the measurement-device-independent scenario, but also goes further allowing for certifying the nonEB feature in the semi-device-independent scenario.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum entanglement [1-3] is an intriguing phenomenon in the microscopic world and is of great value in the application of quantum information technologies [4, 5] . Verifying the maintenance of quantum entanglement in various realistic devices is thus important before the implementation of these quantum information tasks [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . Such devices, e.g., a length of fiber or a quantum memory, can in general be described by quantum channels, which transform one quantum state to another quantum state. The verification of these devices' ability to preserve entanglement indeed corresponds to testing whether the equivalent quantum channel is nonentanglement-breaking (nonEB) [11] . It has been proven that the nonEB channel is a precondition for secure quantum communication [12] and for the quantum advantages of some quantum computations [13] . Therefore, certifying the nonEB feature of an unknown quantum channel is crucial for guaranteeing the implementation of quantum information protocols and for designing quantum devices.
Various methods [9, 10, can be utilized to certify nonEB quantum channels. Based on whether entangled sources are used, these methods can be divided into two types. With an entangled source [9, 10, 14-25, 31, 32] , one can send one subsystem of a bipartite entangled state into the channel, and perform the Bell test [10] or measure an entanglement witness [4, 9, 14, 15, 18] at the output side. Based on the entanglement detection, the nonEB feature of the tested channel can be certified. * These authors contributed equally to this work. † dahlsten@sustech.edu.cn
To optimize the certification, the maximally entangled state, or a near-perfect entangled source, is usually required, which is a difficult condition to be satisfied in experiments. Also, the correlated measurements in entanglement detection can be technologically difficult in practice, especially when detecting entanglement distribution over a long distance.
To simplify the nonEB certification, one can alternatively use the so-called prepare-and-measure (P&M) methods [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] (see Fig. 1 ). The P&M methods do not require entangled sources and can certify nonEB chan- Figure 1 . a) The implementation of many quantum information tasks requires nonEB quantum channels. b) The test of quantum channels using entangled sources. c) The prepareand-measure test without using entangled sources. Here we show a simple and practical method to unify existing prepareand-measure methods and generalize them to almost all experimental scenarios, depending on the trustworthiness of source and detection devices. nels in the simplest way: by sending quantum states into the channel and measuring the output states directly, the statistics reveals the nonEB feature of the tested channel. However, depending on experimental scenarios, existing P&M methods are different and certify the nonEB feature indirectly, which makes them hard to be generalized to fit new scenarios. Depending on the trustworthiness of sources and detection devices, typically there are the following experimental scenarios: the standard scenario, the measurement-device-independent (MDI) scenario, the semi-device-independent (SDI) scenario, and device-independent (DI) scenario.
In the standard scenario, both sources and detection devices are assumed to be trusted, i.e., devices can be fully controlled. One can apply the quantum process tomography technique [26, 27] to obtain the process matrix of the tested channel, from which the nonEB feature can be determined. Due to the fact that tomographic methods can obtain complete information of the unknown channel beyond the nonEB feature, experimental resources are consuming [27] . For instance, in process tomography one usually needs to perform preparations and measurements from an information-complete set [39, 40] . The number of such preparation and measurement settings can be extensive.
In the MDI scenario, sources are assumed to be trusted whereas detection devices are untrusted. In this case, the tomography method can not be applied, and the simplest P&M method will have a limited performance [28, 29, 36] . Fortunately, if extra trusted sources can be introduced, all nonEB channels can still be certified with the semiquantum signaling game method [33] . Like tomography, the game method also require the accurate preparation of information-complete quantum states. This leads to the question that whether the nonEB feature can be detected with less requirements of preparations, which would benefit the practical application.
In the SDI scenario, where sources and detection devices are unknown but dimensions of quantum systems are assumed, the tomography method and the semiquantum signaling game method are no longer applicable. There have been analyses of special quantum channels in this scenario [31] . Nevertheless, a precise method is lacking. Moreover, if we further weaken the assumptions of all devices to be fully untrusted, i.e. in the DI scenario, it can be proven that any experimental results of P&M tests can be explained by an EB channel [31] .
Therefore, all the above nonEB certification methods are applicable in their respective experimental scenarios. This leads to the question of whether there exists a more general method. Indeed, a unified method will not only benefit the nonEB channel detection in various experimental conditions, but also help to determine the minimal experimental requirements for certifying a realistic quantum channel.
In this paper, we formulate a direct and unified approach to detect nonEB channels which can be applied in almost all experimental scenarios. From the basic P&M test on quantum channels, we derive a necessary and sufficient condition that a nonEB channel can be certified, and then offer the nonEB channel witness in both the standard and MDI scenarios. The nonEB channel witness gives a systematic and operational way to certify an arbitrary nonEB channel, through a violation of an inequality. Our methods enjoy the virtue of a low requirement on state preparations, and can be generalized to the SDI scenario, where nonEB channels can still be certified efficiently. Our results can be used to investigate optimal protocols to detect specific nonEB channels in various experimental scenarios, as well as to benchmark the quantum feature of realistic devices with reduced experimental costs. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we introduce basic notations used in this paper. Then, in Sec III, we provide a unified theoretical framework for the P&M nonEB channel certification, where the sufficient and necessary condition for certifying a nonEB channel is derived. In Sec. IV, a nonEB channel witness is formulated in the standard scenario, and we will show that imperfect measurements can cause false certifications. To solve this problem, we extend the witness method to the MDI scenario in Sec. V, and confirm that nonEB channels can still be correctly certified despite measurement errors. In Sec. VI, we generalize the above witnesses to the SDI scenario and show that with a slight modification of the bounds, the nonEB feature can still be detected. Throughout the paper, we use the certification of the depolarizing channel as examples in each scenarios. In Sec. VII, we conclude our results.
II. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS
The notations that will be used in this paper are as follows. The index sets are denoted by X , Y , . . . . Quantum systems are represented by A, B, . . . , while their Hilbert spaces are denoted as H A , H B , . . . , respectively, with the dimension of the Hilbert space denoted by d A , d B , . . . . The space of density matrices, i.e., positive and trace-one operators acting on a Hilbert space H, is denoted by S (H). The space of positive-operatorvalued measures (POVMs), i.e., positive operators acting on H and bounded by identity, is denoted by M (H). Consequently, a state of and a POVM on system A is represented by ρ A ∈ S (H A ) and M A ∈ M (H A ), respectively. An observable on system A is denoted by O A = k a k M A k , where M A k are POVMs satisfying k M A k = I and a k are real variables assigned to each outcome k. The quantum channel is a completely positive and tracepreserving map N B←A : S (H A ) → S (H B ), which maps an arbitrary quantum state ρ A of system A to a quantum state ρ B = N B←A ρ A of system B (see Fig. 2a ). 
II.1. Entanglement witness
One of the intriguing features of quantum theory is that the composite system can be in an entangled state. For the bipartite case, the entangled state cannot be written as a separable state, i.e., ρ AB ent = ρ AB sep = k p k ρ A k ⊗ρ B k [41] . Here, {p k } is an arbitrary probability distribution, and ρ A k ∈ S (H A ) and ρ B k ∈ S (H B ) are arbitrary quantum states. The detection of entangled states is essential for investigating and utilizing entanglement. Arguably, the most operational method is the entanglement witness approach [4, 9] . It states that for an arbitrary entangled state ρ AB ent , there always exists a witness W such that tr W ρ AB sep 0 holds for all separable states ρ AB sep , while the entanglement feature of ρ AB ent can be certified through the inequality tr W ρ AB ent < 0. Here, the witness W has a general form of
where c ij are real coefficients and O A i and O B j are observables measured on subsystems A and B, respectively, hence the inequality value can be directly measured in experiments. The entanglement witness method has been widely developed in various practical scenarios, including the standard scenario the DI scenario [10, 25] , the MDI scenario [15, 18] , the SDI scenario [22] , one-sided DI scenario and so on.
II.2. Nonentanglement-breaking channel
A quantum channel N B←A is nonEB if and only if it cannot be described by a measure-and-prepare process in the following form [11] ,
which is termed as the entanglement-breaking (EB) channel (see Fig 2b) . 
must be separable. In contrast, for a nonEB channel N B←A nEB , there must exist an entangled state ρ A ′ A ent such that the output state remains entangled. Particularly, when the input state is the maximally entangled state Φ + = mn |mm nn| /d, the output state is usually called the Choi state in the following form (see Fig. 2c )
(2)
Based on the Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism [42, 43] , the nonEB feature of N B←A nEB can be equivalently studied by the entanglement feature of σ A ′ B N [11] .
Proof. See Ref. [11] or Appendix 1.
Therefore, by using entangled sources, a nonEB channel can be certified by preparing the Choi state of the channel and performing an entanglement witness at the output side. As introduced in Sec. I, such methods require ideal maximally entangled states, as well as correlated measurements to obtain witness inequality values, which causes certain technological difficulties in experiments. Through the Choi-Jamiołkowski isomorphism, we can transfer the entanglement witness to a nonEB channel witness where entangled sources are not required. Significantly, such a witness method is convenient to be applied in experiments and allows for the nonEB channel certification in different experimental scenarios.
III. THE FRAMEWORK FOR THE NONEB CHANNEL WITNESS
In this section, we derive a necessary and sufficient condition to certify an unknown nonEB channel in a P&M test. Here, we focus on two kinds of P&M tests (see Fig. 3 ). The first test, termed P&M test I, is the most basic operation on the quantum channel (see Fig. 3a ).
In this test, a user selects a random number x ∈ X , then prepares a quantum state ξ x and sends it into the unknown channel N B←A . At the output side of the channel, the user selects another random number b ∈ B, and measures the output state N B←A ξ A x with a POVM F b . Let the set of states ξ x and the set of POVMs F b be Ξ = {ξ x |x ∈ X } and F = {F b |b ∈ B}, respectively. After the experiment, the probability of obtaining outcome b given the input number x is
(
The second test, termed P&M test II, replaces random measurements of F b with a POVM F assisted by another random state ψ y (See Fig. 3b ). Therefore, instead randomly measuring the output state, the user prepares a random state and perform a fixed measurement on both assisted state and output state. Let the set of states ψ y be Ψ = {ψ y |y ∈ Y }. The probability that F is measured given the input numbers x and y is Here, the dark shaded color of the quantum channel represents the channel is unknown, and the gradient color of preparations and measurements represents that at this stage these devices are not assumed to be trusted or untrusted.
Because both tests use nonentangled states to input the channel, statistics P N (b|x) and Q N (x, y) do not have fundamental differences. In the following discussion, we will use P N (b|x) indicating both Eq. (3) and Eq. (4). Then, based on the statistics solely, we can detect nonEB channels using the following theorem.
Theorem 2. In a P&M test, the statistics of EB channels always satisfies
where w xb are real coefficients and C EB is the bound for all EB channels.
Corollary 3. A nonEB channel N can be certified in a P&M test, if and only if there exit sets Ξ and F such that the Ineq. 5a is violated.
Proof. See Appendix 2.
Theorem 2 and Corollary 3 also hold for the P&M test II when replacing P N (b|x) and F with Q N (xy) and Ψ, respectivly. Note that in the proof neither the forms of states and measurements nor the dimensions of associate quantum states were specified. Thus, as a unified approach, Theorem 2 and Corollary 3 can be applied to different practical scenarios. In the following sections, we will show how to use this condition to detect nonEB channels in different experimental scenarios.
IV. THE NONEB CERTIFICATION IN THE STANDARD SCENARIO
In the standard scenario, we suppose that all devices are trusted such that state preparations and measurements can be realized perfectly (see Fig. 4 ). In this case, P&M tests I and II are equivalent. This can be seen from the fact that, with a specific POVM, e.g. Φ BB ′ + , one can equivalently perform any POVM F B b by using an assis-
To be precise, we have an equivalent POVM to F b up to a real factor tr [F b ] −1 , since
, and two proportional W N and C EB , such that two P&M tests become equivalent. In the following of this section, we only consider the P&M test I, and show that any nonEB channel can be certified.
IV.1. The nonEB channel witness
For convenience, we denote the P&M test I on a quantum channel as a triple W = (w, Ξ, F ), where w = {w xb |x ∈ X , b ∈ B} is a set of real parameters, Ξ = {ξ x |x ∈ X } is a set of quantum states, and F = {F b |b ∈ B} is a set of POVMs. By inputting random ξ x into the channel N and measuring the output state with a random F b , we can obtain statistics P N (b|x) (see Fig. 4a ) and then calculate the value W N in Eq. (5) . It can be proved that, by properly selecting w, Ξ, and F , 
where σ sep is a separable state satisfying
The violation of the above inequality, i.e. W N < C EB , implies the nonEB feature of N .
Corollary 5 (The nonEB channel witness). For any nonEB channel N nEB , there always exists a standard P&M test I W = {w, Ξ, Ψ} such that W NnEB < 0 whereas C EB = 0.
Proof. See Appendix 3
Such certification based on inequalities can reduce experimental costs compared with the process tomography method. In quantum process tomography, the preparation bases and measurement bases are always required to form information complete sets [39, 40] , respectively. Generally, for a quantum system with dimension d, the number of information complete states and measurements are both d 2 . Therefore, the tomography method typically require at least a number of d 4 preparation and measurement settings in experiments. In contrast, by considering the singular value decomposition of the entanglement witness for the Choi state, we can reduce the number of settings to d 2 in a P&M test.
IV.2. Witnessing nonEB depolarizing channels
As an example, we consider the d-dimensional depolarizing channel
where
which is entangled if and only if γ > 1/ (d + 1) [41] . Thus, according to Lemma 1, the nonEB region of N γ is also in the same region. To design an efficient P&M test on N γ , we can select preparation and measurement settings as shown in Tab. I. It can be verified that the corresponding nonEB channel witness W dep is nonnegative for all EB channels, while (W dep ) Nγ < 0 exactly implies γ > 1/ (d + 1). (See 1 for details.) 
IV.3. False certification due to imperfect measurements
The correct certification of the nonEB channel witness relies on the perfect implementation of preparations and measurements. However, for realistic devices, errors and losses are unavoidable. If one continues to apply the witness regardless of these imperfections, EB channels may be falsely certified as nonEB. As an example, consider the certification of the depolarizing channel with d = 2. In implementing W dep , suppose that states are prepared perfectly but measurements involve errors, i.e., the ac-
are detection efficiencies dependent on measurement settings. Let ǫ b be ǫ x , ǫ y , ǫ z if the measurement setting corresponds to three Pauli operators. Then, a direct application of (W dep ) Nγ < 0 will imply γ > ǫ z / i ǫ i . Thus, when ǫ z < (ǫ x + ǫ y ) /2, i.e., when the detection efficiency of σ z is less than the average of detection efficiencies of σ x and σ y , the EB depolarizing channel in the region of ǫ z / i=x,y,z ǫ i < γ 1/3 will be falsely certified as nonEB. (See 2 for details).
Therefore, the faithful implementation of nonEB channel witness is based on the precise realization of desired measurements, which in practice is difficult to guarantee. Moreover, for quantum information tasks with adversaries, one may only have untrusted measurement devices. An eavesdropper may even control the detection efficiencies to pretend a nonEB channel, at the same time obtain transmitted quantum information without being detected [44] . To tackle this problem, we need to extend the nonEB channel witness to the MDI scenario.
V. THE NONEB CERTIFICATION IN THE MDI SCENARIO
The significance of the MDI scenario is justified by the fact that, in realistic experiments, the function of preparation devices is much more easier to be guaranteed than that of measurement devices. Thus, in this scenario, quantum states are usually assumed to be prepared perfectly, while the measurement devices are completely unknown. Conceptually, such untrusted measurement devices can be viewed as black boxes containing necessary inputs and outputs. If a nonEB channel can be certified with black boxes, then whatever measurements are actually performed, the nonEB channel certification is always valid.
In this scenario, two P&M tests I and II can be understood as shown in Fig. 5 . A straightforward method is to modify the bound of nonEB channel witness in the P&M test I (see Fig. 5a ). For instance, write C EB in Eq. (5b) as the minimum over all possible F b , i.e.,
where σ sep is a separable state satisfying tr B σ A ′ B
Then, the violation of Ineq. (6a) reveals the nonEB feature of the tested channel. In fact, this bound has been studied in terms of the so-called channel steering [28, 29] and by the recent work [36] . This method, although can be used to certify nonEB channels in the most straightforward way, fails to certify all nonEB channels and thus weakens the performance of the nonEB channel witness. Meanwhile, to overcome the untrusted measurement problem, the semi-quantum game [15, 45] has provided a useful technique. A trusted measurement can be equivalently achieved by performing an untrusted measurement combined with a trusted source [16] . Inspired by this idea, the semi-quantum signaling game can be defined to formulate a partial order for quantum channels in the MDI scenario [33] . The P&M test II actually uses the same setup of this game . By implementing this game, the nonEB channel with a higher order can be distinguished from EB channels which stand at the lowest order. However, since the semi-quantum signaling game aims at the general order of quantum channels, information complete sets of quantum states are necessary. In experiments, such quantum states may not be accessible due to the limitation of experimental systems or preparation errors. Here, we show that the P&M test II can improve the semi-quantum signaling game by weakening the requirement of input state sets.
V.1. The MDI nonEB channel witness
Extra quantum states can be added freely at the measurement site because the state preparation is trusted in the MDI scenario (see Fig. 5b ). We denote the P&M test II on a quantum channel as a triple W MDI = (w, Ξ, Ψ).
Here, w = {w xy ∈ R|x ∈ X , y ∈ Y} is a set of real parameters, Ξ = {ξ x ∈ S (H A ) |x ∈ X } is the set of input quantum states to the channel, Ψ = {ψ y ∈ S (H B ′ ) |y ∈ Y} is the set of quantum states assisting the measurements. We further denote the fixed but untrusted measurement as a POVM F ∈ M (H B ⊗ H B ′ ). Therefore, in pratice the untrusted measurement site only performs a binary output measurement corresponding to F and I − F . Similar to the standard scenario, here any nonEB channel N nEB can also be certified when w, Ξ, Ψ, and F are properly selected. Theorem 6. In the MDI P&M test II denoted by W MDI = (w, Ξ, Ψ), any EB channel satisfies Next, we will show that the MDI nonEB channel witness can avoid false certifications due to imperfect measurements. When the quantum state sets Ξ and Ψ are information-complete and F is the projector Φ + , the witness W MDI is reduced to the semi-quantum signaling game method. For the task of certifying specific nonEB channels, the witness method can be applied with less quantum states.
V.2. Robustness to imperfect measurements
As an example, we again consider the depolarizing channel in Eq. (7) . By properly selecting W MDI dep , as shown in Tab. II, and faithfully measuring Φ + , the whole region of γ corresponding to the nonEB feature can be certified. Table II . The P&M test W MDI dep = (w, Ξ, Ψ) for the depolarizing channel, where d denotes the dimension of the Hilbert space, {|k |k = 1, . . . , d} forms a complete set of orthonormal bases, and ± kl and R/L kl denote the projectors onto the state |± kl = (|k ± |l ) / √ 2 and |R/L kl = (|k ± i |l ) / √ 2, respectively.
For the qubit case, suppose that the actual measurement of Φ + involves loss ε and error θ, such that the corresponding POVM be Φ ′ = ε |φ θ φ θ |, where ε ∈ (0, 1] and |φ θ = cos θ |00 + sin θ |11 with θ ∈ (−π/4, 3π/4]. Then, the inequality W MDI dep (Φ ′ ) < 0 certifies the nonEB depolarizing channel with the region γ > 1/ (1 + 2 sin 2θ) 1/3 for θ ∈ (−π/12, 7π/12). For other values of θ, W MDI dep (Φ ′ ) is always larger than 0 and thus no nonEB depolarizing channel can be certified. Therefore, imperfect measurements can only weaken the performance of the witness but never cause false certification. (See 3 for details.)
V.3. The relaxed requirements on quantum states
Although preparation devices are trusted in the MDI scenario, in practice, it remains a challenge to perfectly prepare the desired quantum states. For instance, in time-bin-and-phase encoding photonic qubits, states in the bin basis (corresponding to σ z basis) can be prepared with much higher fidelity than the states of the phase bases (corresponding to σ x or σ y ) [34] . In this case, methods such as the semi-quantum signaling game should be applied very carefully. Here, we show that with less requirements on preparations, for instance, when input states do not form an information-complete set, the MDI witness can still certifies nonEB channels efficiently.
We again use the qubit depolarizing channel as the example. The previous MDI nonEB channel witness shown in Tab. II is realized by information-complete sets of Ξ and Ψ, which are constructed by eigenstates of three Pauli matrices. When only eigenstates of σ z and σ x can be prepared, we can apply Theorem 6 to construct a different witness W MDI(4−state) dep , such that it certifies the nonEB region 1/2 < γ 1. Further, if we reduce input state sets to be two states, we can still construct an effective W
MDI(2−state) dep
, which certifies the nonEB region as 1/2 < γ 1. (See 4 for details.)
As a short summary, the advantages of the MDI nonEB channel witness includes its robustness to imperfect measurements and feasibility to the case when the state preparation has limitations, such as the preparation errors or that only some specific states can be prepared. In this sense, the MDI nonEB channel witness generalizes the standard nonEB channel witness, as well as the semi-quantum signaling game. Nevertheless, since the MDI scenario still assumes that state preparations are trusted, it is still unknown whether the nonEB channel certification is feasible in a more extended scenario, i.e., the so-called device-independent (DI) scenario or the SDI scenario. We will discuss these problems in the next section.
VI. THE NONEB CERTIFICATION IN THE SDI SCENARIO
In the SDI scenario, although states and measurements are unknown, the Hilbert spaces associated are assumed to have a maximal dimension. Depending on whether to assume the dimension of output states or the utilization of extra sources, we can extend both P&M tests I and II to this scenario, respectively. We will show that both the standard nonEB channel witness and the MDI nonEB channel witness can certifies nonEB channels successfully with a minor modification (see Fig. 6 ).
VI.1. Generalization of the standard nonEB channel witness in the SDI scenario
If the P&M test I is applied in the SDI scenario, we suppose the unknown channel maps states in the d Adimensional Hilbert space to states in the d B -dimensional Hilbert space. Then, the standard nonEB channel witness of Corollary 5 can be adopted with a modified Fig. 6a ). We can prove the following proposition.
Proposition 8. In the SDI P&M test I, any EB channel satisfies
where σ sep is a separable state satisfies tr B σ AB
Here, the minimization is also taken over all states ξ x from dim-d A Hilbert space and all POVMs on dim-d B Hilbert space. The violation of the above inequality, i.e. W SDI I N < C SDI EB,I , implies the nonEB feature of N .
As an example, we certify the statistics produced in a standard nonEB channel test by the qubit depolarizing channel N γ . Suppose that the statistics P (b|x) are generated by randomly inputting the eigenstates of three Pauli operators and randomly measuring the output states with three Pauli operators. When the value of γ decreases, such statistics contains less nonEB feature and thus is harder to be certified. We numerically calculate the minimal γ where the statistic is sufficient to show the nonEB feature, with respective to different dimensions d A and d B . The results are listed in Tab. III, which shows that our method can still certify nonEB channels in the SDI scenario. Particularly, when d A = d B = 2, almost all nonEB depolarizing channel can be detected. When d A and d B increase, it is more difficult to certify the nonEB feature of N γ , and the statistics may not reveal any nonEB feature when dimensions are large. If the P&M test II is applied to the SDI scenario, although the measurement is completely unknown, we suppose the input states and assisted states are from d A -dimensional and d B ′ -dimensional Hilbert spaces, respectively. Similar to the case of test I, here the MDI nonEB channel witness of Corollary 7 can be adopted with another modified C EB . Denote the SDI P&M test II as a triple W SDI II = (w, X , Y ). Here, w = {w xy |x ∈ X , y ∈ Y } is a set of real parameters. X and Y are two index sets corresponding to the state sets Ξ = {ξ x ∈ S (H A ) |x ∈ X } and Ψ = {ψ y ∈ S (H B ) |y ∈ Y }, respectively (see Fig. 6b ). We can prove the following proposition.
Proposition 9. In the SDI P&M test II, any EB channel satisfies
where σ sep is a separable state satisfying tr B ′ σ AB ′ sep I A /d A and W = xb w xy ξ T x ⊗ ψ T y . Here, the minimization is also taken over all states ξ x and ψ y from dim-d A and dim-d B ′ Hilbert spaces, respectively. The violation of the above inequality, i.e. W SDI II N < C SDI EB,II , implies the nonEB feature of N . Figure 7 . The DI P&M test on quantum channels. N B←A is the unknown channel to be tested. ξx and F b are fully unknown quantum states and measurements, respectively.
As an example, we certify the statistics produced by a MDI nonEB channel test on the qubit depolarizing channel N γ . Suppose that the probabilities Q (x, y) are generated by randomly selecting ξ x and ψ y from the eigenstates of three Pauli operators, and that the unknown fixed measurement is realized by Φ + . With the value of γ decreases, the statistics also contains less nonEB feature, and thus is harder to be certified. In the SDI scenario, given the dimension d A and d B ′ , we numerically calculate the minimal γ that is sufficient to reveal the nonEB feature. As listed in Table IV , for either d A = 2 or d B ′ = 2, the nonEB feature of N γ can be successfully detected. Particularly, when d A = d B = 2, almost all nonEB depolarizing channel can be certified. When d A and d B ′ increase, it becomes harder to certify the nonEB region of N γ . For d A , d B 3, all nonEB region can not be certified in this specific test. We generally need more input states to certify the nonEB feature. Interestingly, when exchanging d A and d B ′ , the same γ can be detected. This is due to the fact that exchanging ξ x and ψ y does not change the probability results Q (x, y). 
VI.3. The nonEB channel certification in the DI scenario
To complete the analysis of P&M tests in different scenarios, in this subsection we show that no nonEB channel can be detected in the DI scenario. In this scenario, both sources and detectors are assumed fully unknown. We have the following theorem [31] .
Theorem 10. In the DI scenario, any P&M test on a nonEB channel can always be explained by the results of an EB channel with a higher dimension.
Proof. See Appendix 5.
Therefore, utilizing entangled sources and performing the loophole-free Bell test is up-to-now the only method to perform nonEB certification in the DI scenario.
VII. SUMMARY
In this paper, we discussed a unified framework for the P&M test in the nonEB channel certification. We derived a necessary and sufficient condition for detecting a nonEB quantum channel, and applied this condition in various experimental scenarios. In the standard scenario, since sources and detection devices are both trusted, we can perform state preparations and measurements accurately such that the nonEB channel witness can be directly realized. Considering the imperfection of realistic measurement devices, we then extended the nonEB channel witness to the MDI scenario. The MDI nonEB channel witness can be applied for arbitrary state sets. Our MDI method not only has the advantages of robustness to imperfect measurements, but also improving existing results by allowing for a relaxed requirements of state preparations. Then, considering real-life trustworthiness of sources, we further extend the standard and MDI nonEB witnesses to the SDI scenario. Based on the only assumption of dimensions of Hilbert spaces, the two SDI P&M tests both certify nonEB channels effectively.
To conclude, our P&M tests on quantum channels can be applied to almost all practical scenarios. In different scenarios, the nonEB channels are witnessed by an inequality with a similar expression W N associated with different bound C EB . These bounds have clear and compact forms, which can be calculated efficiently. After a specific P&M test, based on the value of the inequality and different bounds for various scenarios, the minimal assumptions on devices to certify a nonEB channel can be determined. As a complement to certify entanglement correlations in space, the nonEB channel witness can effectively verify the preservation of entanglement in time, through the certification of nonEB quantum channels. Our witness method can also help the evaluation and designation of quantum channels to achieve specific quantum information tasks in different practical scenarios. Proof. The Choi state of N B←A can be written as 
Proof of Theorem 2 and Corollary 3
Proof. Let P N be the collection of statistics P N (b|x) for given X and B . It can be proven that all the collection of statistics P NEB produced by EB channels N EB is a convex set for convex combination of different P NEB . Here, we denote this set as C EB .
To prove this, we consider two arbitrary statisticsP N (1) 
k−n for n + 1 k n + m. It can be verified that N Since the statistics of P&M tests on all EB channels form a convex set, any statistic outside of this set must be produced by a nonEB channel. This result can be proven by the the hyperplane separation theorem. That is, for two disjoint convex sets, one is the set C EB and the other is {P N } where P N / ∈ C EB , there always exists a hyperplane in between them. The hyperplane can then be written as an inequality to distinguish P N from C EB . This inequality in general has the form of W N . The minimal bound C EB for all EB channels is then a tight bound for the set C EB . The violation of this bound implies that the tested channel is nonEB, which conclude the theorem and corollary.
Proof of Theorem 4 and Corollary 5
Proof. From Eq. (5a) and Eq. (3), we write Proof. From Eq. (9a) and Eq. (4), we can write
where W MDI = xy w xy ξ T x ⊗ ψ T y , and
is an unnormalized state. Based on Lemma 1, suppose that the Choi state of an EB channel N B←A
Then, for any EB channel N EB and any POVM F ,
Particularly, for any nonEB channel N nEB , we can always choose w xy , ξ x and ψ y properly such that W MDI is an entanglement witness for σ NnEB . Based on the definition of entanglement witness, we have C MDI EB,II = 0 and W MDI NnEB < 0, where the fixed measurement has been selected as Φ + .
Proof of Theorem 10
Proof. For clarity, we write the POVM F b in the P&M test as F y b , where y specifies the measurement performed on the quantum state, i.e., b F y b = I, ∀y. The probability to obtain b given input state ξ x and measurement F y b when testing an unknown channel N is
In the DI scenario, since both ξ x and F y b are unknown, all probabilities p (b y |x, y) can be produced by an EB channel N EB with a higher dimension. Let ξ x = |x x| and F y b = |b y b y | be pair-wise orthogonal in a high dimensional Hilbert space. Then, N EB can be written as
It can be verified that such EB channel is well-defined and can generate all probabilities P (b y |x, y). Therefore, the result of any P&M test can be simulated by an EB channel. For the depolarizing channel N γ , the entangled region of its Choi state σ Nγ can be fully detected by the entanglement witness W = I/d − Φ + . We can then choose the nonEB channel witness based on the construction of W . Let the nonEB channel witness be W dep = (w, Ξ, F ) as described in Tab. I, it can be verified that
The property of entanglement witness W guarantees tr [W σ sep ] 0 for any separable state σ sep while tr W σ Nγ < 0 when γ > 1/ (1 + d). Therefore, W dep is a valid nonEB channel witness, and for the depolarizing channel N γ , (W dep ) Nγ = (d − 1) [1 − (d + 1) γ] < 0 implies γ > 1/ (d + 1), which witnesses all nonEB depolarizing channels.
False certification due to imperfect measurements
In the realization of W dep , suppose that the actual POVMs areF µ = ǫ µ F µ , where ǫ µ represents the detection efficiency. For simplicity, we assume that ǫ k = ǫ z , ǫ kl = ǫ x for measuring states + kl , and ǫ kl = ǫ y for measuring states − kl . Then, the actual witness value is
If we still apply (W dep ) Nγ < 0 as the condition for certifying nonEB channels, we will obtain γ > γ ǫ = ǫ z / (ǫ z + dǫ x /2 + dǫ y /2). When ǫ z (ǫ x + ǫ y ) /2, the witness will falsely certify EB depolarizing channels γ ǫ < γ 1/ (1 + d) as nonEB, while if ǫ z > (ǫ x + ǫ y ) /2, the nonEB region 1/ (d + 1) < γ γ ǫ will not be certified.
The MDI nonEB channel witness for the depolarizing channel
Similar to the derivation in 1, by selecting the MDI nonEB channel witness W MDI dep as in Tab. II, we can equivalently reconstruct the entanglement witness W = For the qubit case, when the actual measurement is Φ ′ = ε |φ θ φ θ | with ε ∈ (0, 1] and |φ θ = cos θ |00 + sin θ |11 satisfying θ ∈ (−π/4, 3π/4], then the witness value becomes W MDI dep Nγ = ε 1 − (1 + 2 sin 2θ) γ 2 .
Thus, the negative witness value implies γ > γ θ = 1/ (1 + 2 sin 2θ). For θ ∈ (−π/12, π/4), we have 1/3 γ θ < 1 and the nonEB region γ ∈ (γ θ , 1] can be certified. For other values of θ, we have either γ > 1 or γ < −1, which implies that such a witness cannot certify any nonEB depolarizing channels. Meanwhile, in this example the detection efficiency ε does not affect the certification.
Information incomplete set of input states
When the MDI P&M test is performed with information-incomplete set of quantum states, we can modify the witness W MDI dep accordingly. For the qubit case, if the quantum states only have four states, for instance, Ξ = Ψ = {|0 0| , |1 1| , |+ +| , |− −|} where |± = (|0 ± |1 ) / √ 2, we can select w 01 = w 10 = 1, w ++ = w −− = −1/2, w +− = w −+ = 1/2. Denote the witness as W 
